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At CRSE Group, we see the growth
potential when people, places,
purpose and profit are all nurtured.
We understand the system
complexities faced by leadership
teams that create barriers to
sustainable results. We support
leaders to grow their business. 



We are consultants re-
imagined, we operate as a
social enterprise. We are
CRSE Group, committed
to igniting the vitality of local
communities and
nurturing growth.

consulting 
re-imagined



The Problem
The underutilised labour force rate
in Australia is at a 30-year high,
representing 1.2M professionals
who want work but can’t get a job.



The opportunity

 Every consulting project we secure
enables us to provide employment
opportunities to individuals facing
systemic barriers to employment
(via our transitional employment
model.)



our Transitional
Employment Model



We believe that people will best
develop professional value by
delivering professional value.

Our Theory of
CHange



The value of lived
experience and
transferable skill
sets 

The value of 
dynamic mentoring
relationships to
nurture change for
all involved

The strength
of networks

We're disrupting
recruitment bias

Underlying our theory of change are
four key concepts:

The strength
of local and
trusted
referees



To reduce mental illness and suicide in our
society through inclusive and accessible
economic engagement and reduction in
executive and entrepreneurial isolation.

It's all about
our why



899 
hours paid work

$44k+ 
in wages

Super 
for every dollar earnt

 

over the last year
5

team members
participated in our
transitional model

 

2 
team members

successfully exited
model

 



community give back

 

2
NFPs received

low-bono
services 

 
 
 

$14k+
 Value

3
Grassroots

NFPs received
pro-bono
services 

 

 
 
 



All delivered with people and culture
 at the heart of all we do

HOW WE MAKE MONEY
 from research, evaluation,
community engagement,
strategic planning and/or
governance advisory

 from
innovation
and business
development
services 

 from co-designed
training, development,
facilitation and/or
mentoring services

25% 
25% 

50% 



Despite the challenges of a global pandemic,
we've experienced 67% growth in revenue
from commercial services over the last 12
months.

To deliver impact we
need to deliver good

business 



Government            |        Philanthropy       |        Changemakers 

WHO WE WORK WITH

Small Business | Big Business | Individuals | Teams



"I needed a fresh approach and perspective.
Every time I have contacted you and the team
you have always dug deep to help me and the
group to model, strategise and move forward. "

"You join dots in ways that others can't. That's
not for everyone. We needed to explore
complex situations and pathways."

"Your flexibility, nuanced approach, empathy,
value-driven nature has enabled us to get into
the depth of an issue."

What our clients say



admin@crsegroup.com0409 214 202

reach out today


